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Abstract. Reasoning techniques are not well received by the developer
community. One reason is the cost of providing sparql endpoints with
enabled reasoning. Another reason is the missing support for reasoning on
numbers, which is needed for tasks such as data analytics. An important
aspect of the second problem is the high number of missing values that
inherently occur when integrating data on a global scale. In this work
we propose two approaches to improving the situation for both problems by first developing the necessary techniques as well as prototypical
applications based on query rewriting and a practical evaluation.

Introduction
Although reasoning technologies are standardized and sufficiently implemented,
uptake in practical applications is underwhelming. We focus on access to Semantic
Web data via sparql endpoints and see two problems: reasoning on public
endpoints is expensive and the lack of support for reasoning with numbers.
Reasoning on public endpoints is expensive. Semantic Web data is often accessible
via open sparql endpoints that usually do not support reasoning. There are
several reasons for this missing feature:
– explicit specification of reasoning in sparql became available only recently
with the sparql 1.1 recommendation [30],
– suboptimal performance due to sparql engines not being highly optimized
(the language specification is only a few years old)
– slow query response times due to many concurrent requests performed on
public sparql endpoints, and
– low acceptance and knowledge of the benefits of reasoning with the different
owl 2 profiles and sparql.
One option for a user to still get query answers under some reasoning scheme
is to use some form of ontology based data access (obda) [24] query rewriting
prior to query execution. Reasoning by rewriting is the target technique for the
owl 2 ql profile. But the resulting rewritings (which usually turn sparql
basic graph patterns into unions of basic graph patterns) are exponential in size,

with respect to the original query and the TBox [10], and can thus result in
slow query response times or even time out. These rewritings are also statically
dependent on the ontology, i.e., when the ontology changes, all the queries have
to be rewritten again.
Lack of support for reasoning with numbers. Data analysts working with statistical
or other numeric data in general are interested in computing new values based on
measured values. We focus on numerical values because our use case, the Open
City Data Pipeline, operates mainly on statistical data of cities (other types of
literal values such as strings or dates are left for future work). These computations
are usually specified as functions or equations. Functions are practically used
in every spreadsheet application. In Business Intelligence (bi) and Data Ware
Houses (dwh) several operations use aggregate functions. Equations describe
relations between numerical attributes. These two representations are already
widely used when working with numerical values. But value computation is not
supported by owl 2. On the one hand a suitable semantics should support
equations. On the other hand aggregate functions can play a similar role for the
Semantic Web as they are already playing for dwh scenarios: aiding decision
support with data analytics.
A naive approach to implement some form of functions on rdf databases
(triple stores) could be to export all numerical data and the functions to an
external numerical reasoner; any kind of statistical or mathematical solving
software such as R would be enough. Compute the new values and then materialize
them in the database. This approach becomes cumbersome when taking updates
and big datasets into account.
Semantic Web data is published by many different organizations, with varying
quality and adhering to different ontologies or vocabularies. Incompleteness of
data is an inherent characteristic of such a heterogeneous integrated global data
base. But whenever we want to compare entities we need comparable data. By
using statistical methods for imputing missing values we can compute estimates
for unknown values and thus allow comparisons.

State of the Art
Attribute properties (or concrete domains) in Description Logics (dl) [1] are
usually defined based on a separate attribute domain (or concrete domain). Any
reasoning in this attribute domain is left to a domain specific reasoning method.
In practice owl 2 offers only lightweight reasoning for datatype properties.
Racer [13] provides no sparql interface but uses its own functional query
language new Racer Query Language (nrql). The system allows for modeling
some forms of equation axioms, cf. examples modeling unit conversions by [14],
but uses these only for satisfiability testing and not for query answering.
swrl [15, 16] implementations like Pellet [29] implement DL-safe rules [21], that
is, rules where each variable appears in at least one non-DL-atom.

Jena [17] provides rule-based inference on top of its triple store tdb in a
proprietary rule language with built-in functions, with sparql querying on top.
Jena can execute rules in backward and forward mode. Jena offers a hybrid rule
based reasoning where, e.g., pure rdfs inferencing is executed in a backwardchaining manner, but still can be combined with forward rules.
obda has been an important topic in applied and foundational research. Even
before sparql provided support for this feature, several projects used ontologies
to integrate different data sources or to provide views over legacy databases
(e.g., [10]). Several directions of optimizations and systems have already been
proposed [9, 11, 18, 22, 23, 26–28].

Expected and Preliminary Results
Equation semantics and rdf syntax. We extend given reasoning semantics to
support numerical inferences based on the owl 2 ql profile. This profile is
optimized for backward-chaining algorithms. By extending this profile with an
equation semantics we have a good basis for rewriting algorithms.
Example 1. An ontology for statistical data of cities could include the following
relation between the properties population, city area and population density:
:popDensity =

:population
:area

Algorithm for sparql query answering. We extend the ontology languages by
expressions allowing value computation, which includes especially aggregates.
To implement sparql query answering on top of rdf databases we will devise
a (up to some extent) scalable algorithm for the specified equation semantics. The
algorithm will work in a backward-chaining manner by rewriting input sparql
queries to new sparql queries which have the relevant part of the ontology
encoded inside them. This approach builds upon known algorithms from obda,
such as PerfectRef [10].
Example 2. Using the knowledge from Example 1, a sparql query asking for
the population density of Berlin (:Berlin :popDensity ?PD) could be rewritten
to a union query with (i) the original basic graph pattern and (ii) a bind graph
pattern computing the population density from the population and area values:
SELECT ?PD WHERE {
{ :Berlin :popDensity ?PD }
UNION
{ :Berlin :population ?P . :Berlin :area ?A . BIND (?P/?A AS ?PD) } }

We will implement the algorithm based on state of the art frameworks and
libraries and plan to publish the source code as open source.

Algorithm for schema agnostic sparql query answering. By exploiting the new
sparql 1.1 features “property paths” and “value assignment” we can give an
algorithm to rewrite queries independently of the ontology producing typically
also shorter queries (excluding cases where ontological reasoning does not influence
the query results, for example an empty ontology).
Since the algorithm is performing a dynamic reasoning in the sense that the
ontology is involved not at compile time (i.e., query rewriting time) but only
at query evaluation time, the query evaluation performance is expected to be
slower than PerfectRef rewritings. To improve this situation we will propose an
approach for optimization by partial path materialization.
We will implement the algorithm based on state of the art frameworks and
libraries and plan to publish the source code as open source.
Approach to handle incomplete numerical data. We will present an approach to
fill up incomplete numerical data by standard machine learning methods. This
step is necessary to have a better basis and comparison for the equation rewriting
algorithm described above. We apply this approach on statistical data from the
city domain where several datasets are available as open data.
Proof of practicality. A practical evaluation based on standard sparql benchmarks will demonstrate how the approach performs for sparql query answering.
We reuse existing obda and owl benchmarks as far as possible for comparability [2, 12, 19, 20, 27, 31].

Methodical Approach
Literature review. As usual a first step includes an extensive literature review in
the area to find and categorize related research. This includes especially works
on obda and description logics with concrete attributes.
Devise rdf syntax and semantics based on state of the art. The rdf vocabulary
or owl 2 ontology will be based on well known ontologies in the domain. We
aim for an intuitive semantics to express relations between number properties.
We show this intuition by mapping known equations, e.g., from Eurostat, to our
ontology. Preliminary results are published [7].
Create an algorithm for query answering with equations. We will devise a reasoning algorithm following the specified equation semantics. We implement the
algorithm based on existing open source rdf and sparql implementations. We
will also investigate the computational complexity of the query rewriting including
suitable ontology language fragments. Preliminary results are published [7].
Prototypical implementation. The Open City Data Pipeline uses several techniques to collect, clean, process, and republish statistical open city data as Linked
Open Data. Figure 1 shows the architecture and main components of the system.
The current version of the web UI as well as Linked Open Data is available at
http://citydata.wu.ac.at. Preliminary results are published [6, 8, 25].
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Fig. 1. City Data Pipeline architecture showing components for crawling wrapping,
cleaning, integrating, and presenting information

Create an algorithm for owl 2 ql query answering. We will devise a reasoning
algorithm following the owl 2 ql profile semantics. We implement the algorithm
based on existing open source rdf andsparql implementations. This algorithm
will need only the sparql query as input but not the ontology. Since the vanilla
version of this rewriting leads to queries with long and nested path queries we
will devise at least one optimization making evaluation of the rewritten queries
more feasible. We will also investigate the complexity of the query rewriting.
Preliminary results are published [3–5] and the online version of the rewriter is
available at http://citydata.wu.ac.at/SPR/. Listing 1 shows the full rewriting
result of a query containing a single triple pattern {?p a foaf:Person}.
Evaluation. We will measure the query response times under controlled conditions
varying several dimensions: (i) input query, (ii) dataset, and (iii) ontology. Each
of these dimensions allows for several changes, be it size or structure. We will
investigate sparql query response times and use standard benchmarks as
far as possible. We will focus on feasibility of the query rewritings and their
optimizations. A preliminary unpublished evaluation shows the expected slow
query response times for the owl 2 ql rewriting with potential for improvement.

Listing 1. owl 2 ql path rewriting of {?p a foaf:Person}
SELECT ?p WHERE {
?_v0 (((((rdfs:subClassOf|owl:equivalentClass)|^owl:equivalentClass)|((owl:
,→ intersectionOf/(rdf:rest)*)/rdf:first))|((owl:onProperty/((((rdfs:
,→ subPropertyOf|owl:equivalentProperty)|^owl:equivalentProperty)|(((owl:
,→ inverseOf|^owl:inverseOf)/(((rdfs:subPropertyOf|owl:equivalentProperty)
,→ |^owl:equivalentProperty))*)/(owl:inverseOf|^owl:inverseOf))))*)/(^owl:
,→ onProperty|rdfs:domain)))|((((owl:onProperty/((((rdfs:subPropertyOf|
,→ owl:equivalentProperty)|^owl:equivalentProperty)|(((owl:inverseOf|^owl:
,→ inverseOf)/(((rdfs:subPropertyOf|owl:equivalentProperty)|^owl:
,→ equivalentProperty))*)/(owl:inverseOf|^owl:inverseOf))))*)/(owl:
,→ inverseOf|^owl:inverseOf))/(((rdfs:subPropertyOf|owl:equivalentProperty
,→ )|^owl:equivalentProperty))*)/rdfs:range))* foaf:Person
{ { ?p rdf:type ?_v0}
UNION
{ ?_v1 (((rdfs:subPropertyOf|owl:equivalentProperty)|^owl:equivalentProperty
,→ )|(((owl:inverseOf|^owl:inverseOf)/(((rdfs:subPropertyOf|owl:
,→ equivalentProperty)|^owl:equivalentProperty))*)/(owl:inverseOf|^owl:
,→ inverseOf)))*/(^owl:onProperty|rdfs:domain) ?_v0 .
?p ?_v1 _:b0
}}
UNION
{ ?_v1 ((((rdfs:subPropertyOf|owl:equivalentProperty)|^owl:equivalentProperty)
,→ |(((owl:inverseOf|^owl:inverseOf)/(((rdfs:subPropertyOf|owl:
,→ equivalentProperty)|^owl:equivalentProperty))*)/(owl:inverseOf|^owl:
,→ inverseOf))))*/rdfs:range ?_v0 .
_:b1 ?_v1 ?p
}}
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